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Chapter 1615 Doesn’t belong to a miracle on earth!

Thousands of dust soldiers thank the emperor map!

The end is a domineering shout!

Xu Tongyin is superior to mortals!

His imperial picture surpasses ordinary soldiers!

Almost all the people at the scene were frightened by this scene!

This is definitely the scariest move since the game!

The flying swords that cover the sky and the sun are already scary enough.

Wiliam, can he withstand the unreserved blow of Nirvana!

Even the sect masters all stood up together and watched this scene in disbelief!

They couldn’t help putting themselves in thinking, if they were Wiliam, would
they be able to withstand this blow!

The answer is yes!

However, the price of blocking is too great.

It’s so big that it can almost directly announce the winner or lose of the game!

It’s too late to say, then soon!

As Xu Tongyin’s voice fell, these weapons broke out of the wind and appeared in
front of Wiliam.

A little carelessness, Wan Jian penetrates the heart!

Wiliam’s eyes were also shining brightly, as if something had been ignited.

The strongest blow!

It’s still far!

Xu Tongyin!



If this is your strength.

Not enough!

Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus stopped in front of Wiliam almost instantly.

The “bang-bang-bang” crash sounded endlessly, and the sound made people sore.

The people at the scene saw that Wiliam had been drowned in the dense army of
weapons, and no one could be seen at all.

The only way to judge him is that the sword is constantly advancing.

It showed that Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus could not stop the unstoppable
advance of the weapon.

“Roar!” He heard Wiliam’s violent roar among the weapons!

“Bang!” Long live the demon lotus’s red light, as if finally unable to bear it,
scattered one after another.

The weapon was no longer blocked, and headed towards Wiliam, trying to
swallowWiliam in an instant.

Weapon, still advancing!

Blood, flying along the sword, splashing everywhere!

This is Wiliam’s blood!

Many people can’t bear to cover their eyes.

When I sawWiliam goodbye, there might be flesh and blood on the floor, and I
couldn’t even find a complete place.

This Wiliam is also a genius, he didn’t expect to fall here today.

“Wiliam!” Wenren Qingqing, who was not far away, had already yelled out, tears
falling directly down her cheeks.

Can Wiliam survive this blow!

This idiot should have seen this blow long ago!

Why not admit defeat!

Why take your own life!



She covered her face and wept bitterly.

However, a pair of gentle hands lightly patted her head.

She looked up and saw that it was her sister who was attracted to her.

Wen Renqing’s eyes did not look at his sister, but at the battlefield ahead.

“Love…”Wen Renqing couldn’t help asking.

“It’s early, it’s early. I feel it…” Wenren’s heart-to-heart cold sweat was blowing
down, as if he was using all his strength to see something through.

“It’s still early? You mean Wiliam…” Wen Renqing’s heart suddenly tightened.

“Well, it’s early, this is not Wiliam’s strength.” Wen Ren said indifferently.
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It’s definitely not Wiliam’s strength.

What if the Long Live Demon Lotus comes out?

Wen Renqingxin is the one who knows Wiliam best, and he also knows the details
of Wiliam best.

His ancestor bloodline of the eternal unicorn is his strongest confidence!

From the game till now, he has almost never used his blood strength.

Wenren’s heart-to-heart still remembers that Wiliam used the breath of blood,
and the unicorn illusion of hundreds of meters seemed to trample on the whole
world.

And even if he didn’t use his blood aura, would Wiliam die?

The answer is still no.

Wen Renqing had been to Taohua Wanzhangyuan with Wiliam.

Although she was in a coma at the time, it was not very clear what happened.

But with her now seeing through all the bloodline advantages, she knew very
well that Wiliam’s body had already surpassed normal people!



Even if it is the strongest blow of Nirvana, so what!

“Look, if Xu Tongyin really has the ability, he might be able to force the strongest
Wiliam. But now, it’s far from enough.” Wen Renqin seemed to be talking to her
sister, and it seemed to be mumbling to himself.

Wenren looked at the stage in surprise.

The weapon is still flying and cutting.

The blood is still shooting continuously.

It’s just that the speed at which the weapon’s blade flies has gradually slowed
down.

The speed of the blood shooting also gradually stopped.

“Ding Ding Ding.” A clear voice sounded.

Weapon has already begun to land one after another.

But everyone at the scene looked at this ring of purgatory without blinking, and
they had no idea what they wanted to see.

And finally, someone suddenly shouted, “Look! People!”

The weapon gradually fell to the ground, revealing a figure.

This figure is covered in blood.

However, he still stood proudly.

After half a meter behind him, he was out of the ring.

However, he just stopped at this edge.

Moreover, while standing, his knees are not half weak.

“Wow!” Seeing the figure clearly, the people on the scene actually screamed like
a mountain!

Wiliam!

It was Wiliam’s fault!

He is standing, that’s all!

His body is full of sword marks!



However, his two hands were holding two hands that had been squeezed out of
shape.

In his mouth, there is still a bite!

This scene, like a sculpture, was severely imprinted in everyone’s mind!

At this moment, the God of War changed hands!

Xu Tongyin is no longer the God of War!

It’s Wiliam!

Invincible blood, Fang is eternal!

People at the scene saw Wiliam holding a weapon, and had already lost all the
ability to think.

What kind of monster is he!

Wiliam’s hand and mouth loosened.

The last three sounds of the weapon falling to the ground sounded.

Wiliam’s blood-filled face could no longer see his expression clearly.

However, his voice was still deserted.

“This is all you have? If so, I would be disappointed.”

The exclamation on the scene sounded again!

Being alive is already a miracle!

You can speak so clearly!

The injury he suffered fell on anyone, absolutely a different place in his body!

But by the way, his name is Wiliam!

He is destined to create one after another miracle that does not belong to the
world!

Those Sect Masters at the scene also stared wide-eyed, watching this scene in
disbelief!

The sharp-eyed people had already seen that although Wiliam was covered in
blood, it was all skin injuries!



There isn’t even a wound on the bone!

Are you a human!

What exactly is his body made of!

Just the tenacity of this body, I am afraid that those old monsters of the sect will
not be able to reach it!

Nirvana Realm’s full blow, it turned out that it only caused a little skin trauma!

Even Xu Tongyin was stunned, not knowing how to answer Wiliam’s question for
a while.

Wiliam, this is a move that abruptly resisted him with his body!

Where is Wiliam’s upper limit!

As it was determined that Wiliam was not seriously injured, the wildest applause
rang out again!

Too overbearing!

Wiliam’s overbearing is worse than Xu Tongyin’s!

The blood of the man was completely ignited at this moment!

“Wiliam! Wiliam!” The scene spontaneously called Wiliam’s name, as if to wave a
flag to him!

“Are there any more?” Wiliam wiped the blood on his face, his eyes were red, as if
something had been ignited!
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